STOP BECAUSE YOU WANT TO... NOT BECAUSE YOU HAVE TO.

Built on the fuel-efficient Dodge® Sprinter chassis, Pulse boasts both beauty and brains. Its head-turning style is enhanced by DuPont® full-body paint, while its spacious interiors and innovative storage options enhance its practical side. However, Pulse’s top trait may be its unparalleled drivability.
WHY BUY PULSE...

- Fuel Efficiency
- Extraordinary Driving Experience
- Contemporary Interior Styling
- Bold Exterior Styling
- Full-Body Paint

Anywhere you drive, a restful bed awaits you. Take a break watching the optional 19" LCD TV (shown) or the standard 19" LCD TV in the living area. (Standard TV location varies by model.)

The galley features a Dometic® cooktop and sink built from premium stainless steel. Both come with tempered glass lids that provide additional countertop space when not in use. Coupled with an Apollo Half Time Convection Oven and refrigerator/freezer, you’d think you were in a chic urban condo.

The modern cabinetry design carries over to the dinette, which transforms into a comfortable bed with a sleek headboard and footboard.

The bath is fully equipped, from the china bowl toilet to the brushed nickel towel robe hook. You’ll even have ample space for toiletries in the curved vanity and medicine cabinet. And to provide more elbow room while showering, the brushed stainless steel curtain rod bows outward.

The curvaceous overhead doors offer a storage solution that’s practical and stylish. Its design allows you to store longer items behind the compartment dividers.
**Pulse. Not just amazing. Amazing in so many ways.**

The full body paint exterior is unmistakably bold.

From the front cap to the tattle-tails, every detail of the exterior has been designed to be distinctive, the front cap shows Pulse’s automotive heritage, with a sleek grill and headlights.

**In the drivers cockpit, you can personalize your touring and further enhance your driving position. Driver’s position is designed to reduce your fatigue on long-distance trips.**

**Sea Glass is unmistakably bold.**

**24A Micro Single Slide-Out

- 24S Platnum

- 24S White Pearl

- 24S Blue Streak

- 24S Silver Leaf

- 24S Unlounston

- 24S Blue Mist

**Interior Storage Capacity: 50 cu. ft.**

**Exterior Storage Capacity: 45 cu. ft.**

**24A Single Slide-Out

- 24D Single Slide-Out

- 24S Single Slide-Out

- 24S Single Slide-Out

- 24S Single Slide-Out

- 24S Single Slide-Out

- 24S Single Slide-Out

**BLUE STREAK**

**WHITE REAL**

**SILVER LEAF**

**PLATINUM**

**BLUE MIST**

**UNLONSTON**

**REDEFINING THE WAY YOU TRAVEL.**

**WITH A VEHICLE THIS INNOVATIVE, THE DÉCOR HAD TO BE JUST AS ORIGINAL.**

The Villa 506a has done exactly that. The curved cabinet design at night, the removable arms drop away, and the back pulls down to create another bed.

**SEA GLASS**

**COGNAC**

**WOOD RUSH**

**ELITE CHERRY**

**OPTIONS**

- Bedroom: Full Size Bed, Queen Size Bed, King Size Bed
- Living Room: Sofa, Loveseat, Recliner
- Safety: Anti-lock Brakes, Traction Control
- Convenience: Power Liftgate, Power Sliding Door

**FLEETWOOD ADVANTAGES**

- DODGE® SPRINTER CHASSIS
- Driver-Front Passenger Air Bag
- Front and Rear Traction Control

**WEIGHTS AND MEASUREMENTS**

**DIMENSIONS & CAPACITIES**

**MODEL**

- **24A**
- **24D**
- **24S**

**Luggage Weight Reference**

**6. To determine the maximum allowable loaded weight of this motor home, the DODGE Class B Motorhome must be used as the maximum allowable loaded weight of this motor home with its towed vehicle. Towing and braking capacities may be different. Refer to Fleetwood and chassis manufacturer’s manuals for complete information.**

**7. Tank manufacturer’s listed water capacity (WC). Actual propane capacity is 80% of water listing as required by the safety code.**

**With a vehicle this innovative, the décor had to be just as original.**

We innovated every inch of Pulse, and the interior décor received the same extensive consideration. We chose fabrics that are both luscious wearing and full of character. The color palette highlights the cherry cabinetry and stainless steel used throughout.
RV OWNERCARE*  
Limited one-year/15,000-mile coach warranty and three-year/50,000-mile structural warranty, whichever occurs first, and it is fully transferable for the first 12 months. RV OWNERCARE is one of the RV industry’s most comprehensive programs and includes systems, appliances, components and construction, with no deductible and no service charge. RV OWNERCARE coverage is provided from a company that will be around in the future to service your needs. See your nearest Fleetwood dealer for a full explanation of benefits and restrictions.

CONTACT US  
To locate a dealer near you, visit our website at www.fleetwoodrv.com or call 1-800-444-4905. We can also be contacted at Fleetwood Customer Relations, P.O. Box 1007, Decatur, IN 46733.

FLEETWOOD MOTOR HOME CLUBS  
As a Fleetwood owner, you’re invited to become a member of several Fleetwood motor home clubs. Becoming a club member is the perfect way to meet other Fleetwood owners who love to travel across America and share in the RV lifestyle. Visit our website at www.fleetwoodrv.com/owners_clubs to learn more and join the fun.

WHY FLEETWOOD?

**Quality**
There’s no cutting corners. Skilled craftsmen build every Fleetwood RV for maximum durability and longevity.

**Trust**
More people trust Fleetwood. After all, we’ve spent the last 60 years perfecting RVs, earning the loyalty of generations of RVers.

**Passion**
We’re truly passionate about the RV lifestyle. Fleetwood was founded by RV enthusiasts, and that tradition continues today.

**Safety**
You’ve got precious cargo. So we’ve engineered dozens of innovative safety features into our motor homes to give you more peace of mind.

**Service**
Help is nearby. When you need an upgrade or repair, you’ll find Fleetwood dealers all across North America ready to assist you.

**Warranty**
Exclusive RV ownercare warranty. See your Fleetwood dealer for details.

IMPORTANT—PLEASE READ  
Product information, photography and illustrations included in this publication were as accurate as possible at the time of printing. For further product information and changes, please visit our website at www.fleetwoodrv.com or contact your local Fleetwood dealer. Prices, materials, design and specifications are subject to change without notice. All weights, fuel, liquid capacities and dimensions are approximate. Fleetwood has designed its recreational vehicles to provide a variety of uses for customers. Each vehicle features optimal seating, sleeping, storage and fluid capacities. The user is responsible for selecting the proper combination of loads (i.e. occupants, equipment, fluids, cargo, etc.) to ensure that the vehicle’s capacities are not exceeded.

*For complete info see your Fleetwood dealer.
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